
@infamous_swim- Is there anything better
than matching with your entire family. I

think not! The perfect summer swimmers &
christmas day gifts for everyone. 
I always size up with this brand.

10% off code kyreeloves 

  

Christmas Outfits- Christmas is coming up fast, the
end of the year always zooms on by, so get planning &

don't leave it all til the very last minute. 
  

FEATURED
Lots more discounts here
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@_macandme_ - The most stunning handmade
pieces. Unique birthday cake toppers, trendy wall
hangings & all can be personalised for your little
ones. 10% off kyreeloves keep an eye out for their
restock
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@mylittlejoy_ Welcome
to the world little Zeke.
Janelle is the creative
biz mama behind the
gorgeous round floor
cushions. Recently gave
birth to her fourth baby
this week & he's a total
squish. 

@lifeuncutpodcast
Ex Bachie girl Britt &

Laura, talk all things love
& life. They spill the dirt on

The Bachelor behind the
scenes life, which helps

makes more sense if you're
watching this years total

shit-show of drama,
catfights & lotssss of crying.   

@sociallyem
If you haven't heard of Em,

then you've been living under a
social media rock. If you're

looking to thrive in your biz,
connect with your target

market & be part of a fast
growing commnity of support-

then just on the Socially Em
bandwagon too.  
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@organisingthe4ofus
Leanne is here to help

you get organised, with
realistic time frames &

expectations. Her 15
miniute tidy up applies
to everything in life &
she will inspire you to

get your shit together &
stay organised.   

State what you do
 in the bold name part 

of your bio. 
If you sell candles in the US- 

state that. 
If you're a photographer in

Sydney- state that.
If you bake cakes in Melbourne-

State that. 
Make it easy for your ideal

customer to search you & invest
with you. Stand out from your

competitors. 
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